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To instill in our students various skills & to rejuvenate 
them with something fruitful a ten day summer  

camp was conducted on the premises from 1 June to  
12 June 19.. A plethora of educational, athletic and 
cultural activities were conducted during the period in 
which a large number of students actively participated.

Summer Camp



to make the kids aware of the yellow colour 
and develop the fine motor skills, an activity 

on the theme of Yellow Day was conducted on 4 
May 19 for the kids from classes Nur to 1. The 
students wore yellow dresses. The classrooms too 
were decorated with yellow coloured hangings. 
The children were excited and happy to be 
immersed with yellow colours.

It is important to take steps towards 
changing the world for its betterment. To 

bring about a change in the minds of the 
little scholars, Earth Day was celebrated in the 
school on 16 April from classes Nur to I

Colours are the 
smile of nature

Poetry recitation is literary work where ideas and 
feelings are expressed with the use of distinctive 

style and rhythm. Poem recitation competition 
in school hones the poetic skills of students. To 
inculcate poem recitation skills in students, a Hindi 
Poem Recitation competition was organised for the 
young composers of RWA from classes  
VI to IX on 4 May, 2019. 

Hindi Poem Recitation

Good teachers become great teachers by 
going beyond the textbooks . At Rishikul 

World Academy teachers get exposure through 
presentations and discussions by many experts on 
specific topics during the workshops conducted 
time to time on various subjects. Following 
the trend a one week intensive workshop was 
conducted on the premises of Rishikul World 
Academy from 2nd June to 8th June in which 
teaching faculties from all the three sister schools 
enthusiastically participated.

VI – IX
Sr No Name Class Position
1 Madhur VI I
2 Vaishnavi VII I
3 Param VII I
4 Vipul  VIII  I
5 ruchi VIII I
6 shreya IX I

Sr No Name Class Position
1 Divya II I
2 snowy III I
3 Pari IV I
4 Anshu V I
5 Akshara VI I
6 Divisha VI I
7 Preet VI I
8 Param VII I
9 Udit VII I
10 saniya VIII I
11 Khushi VIII I
12 Pranav VIII I
13 tamanna IX I

Calligraphy is a beautiful art in itself. It is a  
Cultural essence and must be handed down 

from generation to generation. Calligraphy not only 
improves writing skills but also teaches students 
about its unique structure. to make the students 
realise the importance of the good handwriting an 
Interwing Calligraphy Competition was held on 2 
May. the result of the activity:

Sr No Name Class Position
1 Devanshi II I
2 snowy III I
3 Vanika V I
4 Vaishnavi VII  I

Sr No Name Class Position
1 shivam  III I
2 naina  IV  I
3 Vanika V I
4 lakshita  VIII I
5 Aastha IX I

Interwing  English and Hindi  
Calligraphy Competition

English Calligraphy Hindi Calligraphy

Teachers Intensive Workshop

Landscape Making Competition

Earth Day Celebrations

C   ompetitions in schools lead to development of 
valuable skills. When children face competitive 

activities at school, they gain not only individual skills 
but also build an important interpersonal skills. Keep-
ing the same thought in mind, a Landscape Making 
Competition was organized from class II to IX on 20 
April. A series of activities took place to make it clear 
to all that mother earth belongs to us and conserving 
its resources is the prime responsibility of all.



Investiture Ceremony – Nurturing Leaders

To seek the blessings of the Almighty before 
the commencement of the new session, a 

Hawan Ceremony was solemnised in school 
on 25 March. The event started by offering 
the flowers to Maa Saraswati for seeking 
her blessings. This filled the school campus 
with the air of divinity. The event proceeded 
with the speech by the Chairman Neeraj 
Sharma followed by the vote of thanks by the 
Principal.

Shala Pravesh

Creativity is a great motivator because it 
makes people interested in what they are 

doing. to encourage imagination and creativ-
ity in the students, a notebook Decoration 
Competition was organized on 6 April 19 from 
classes II to IX. the result is as follows:

Notebook Decoration Competition

S No Name Class position
1 tejas II I
2 lapeh III I
3 Devaditya IV I
4 tanshika V I
5 Harsh VI I
6 Pratham VII I
7 Bhumi VIII I
8 Meghanshi IX I
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T he young deserving students 
of RWA were assigned the 

responsibility of leading the school. 
The investiture ceremony thus marked 
the incorporation of the student 
council for the session 2019-20. The 
ceremony began with the blessings 
of the Almighty followed by an 
inspirational address by the Chairman 
Neeraj Sharma. The ceremony was 
concluded with the vote of thanks by 
the Principal. It was indeed the day to 
celebrate leadership and was a new 
beginning for all those chosen to be 
part of this newly elected team.

“If your actions inspire others to dream 
more, learn more, do more and become 

more, then you are a leader.”
John Quincy Adams


